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Executive Summary 
 

The primary purpose of this document is to describe the setup, calibration, validation and run 

scenarios of the Delft 3d model used to simulate the dispersal of material at the proposed new 

disposal site approximately 9 km south of the Plymouth breakwater. Plume dispersion modelling has 

been undertaken using the Delft 3d-suite of numerical modelling software, primarily using the Flow 

module for tides and sediment dispersion, with a sensitivity analysis for waves. The hydrodynamic 

model is used in 2d mode coupled to a 3d profile of the sediment concentration using the Rouse 

profile. The model has been calibrated with one set of historical observations and an independent 

new set of measurements used for validation. Peak flows, important for resuspension and transport, 

are very well replicated, so that deposition and erosion of material is well represented (mean 

instantaneous, velocity error of validation 5%). The residual direction during spring tides is not well 

replicated. This deficiency is not regarded as significant as it is expected that while the residual is 

westward in summer, during winter, when most of the disposal, occurs the residual is eastwards. The 

predicted impact of the suspended sediment concentration and potential impact on the seabed, is 

discussed in the main section of the report. The use of a 2d is model for flow is justified, in that most 

of the year (Sep – March) there is no thermal stratification, which is when the bulk of disposal occurs; 

additionally, if a disposal does occur in the summer, then the passage of material through the 

thermocline will be rapid.  
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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this modelling work was to simulate the dispersal of sediment from a newly proposed 

disposal site located approximately 9 km south west of the Plymouth breakwater (Figure 1-1). The 

proposed disposal site is 2 km by 1 km in size and in water depths of 49 m to 50 m (Admiralty Chart 

data). In this water depth, the dispersal of material, deposition and erosion is primarily driven by tidal 

currents and to a much lesser extent by waves. The purpose of the modelling is to replicate these 

processes. As such, it is important to reproduce the hydrodynamics correctly as it will drive the 

dispersion of the sediment particularly in relation to peak flows, both at springs and neaps (when 

settling of fines may occur), and also the direction of the residual transport. Noting that wind effects 

can be important to the residual transport for lighter fractions.  

 

In addition, the release operation has to fully consider sediment characteristics (grain size distribution 

and density) when released, to correctly reproduce the effect of the current on them. A number of 

scenarios of durations of release of dredge material have been included in the simulations to represent 

quantities known to have been discharged over the last 25 years, realistic times of dredger transport 

and release are included as they affect the nature of fine material in the hopper of the dredger.  

 

Figure 1-1: Map from the Site selection study (Phase I) showing proposed disposal site location and sensitivity 

assessment of features within the study area. 
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1.1 Delft-suite overview 

Delft3d is a suite of state-of-the-art computational model, composed of many modules. It has been 

widely applied to model the transport of cohesive and non-cohesive sediment; hence it is a well-suited 

model to estimate the spreading of dredged material, including sediment transport in suspension over 

the water-column as well as erosion and deposition dynamics of deposits on the seabed. 

 

Both FLOW and WAVES modules have been used to replicate tidal flow and wave orbital velocities, 

respectively. Sediment surface-release and transport over the water-column is resolved in three-

dimension and runs online with FLOW module. While the model includes all the fractions of the 

disposal material the focus of the effort and discussion is on modelling the finer fraction (cohesive) of 

dredged material to consider a worse-case dispersal scenario. 

 

2 Method – Model setup  

Within Delft2D-FLOW module, finite difference numerical methods are applied to solve 2D (depth-

averaged) non-linear shallow water equations, with Boussinesq assumptions. 

 

The turbulence over the water-column is based on the calibrated horizontal eddy viscosity. The 2D 

boundary-condition at the seabed is hard-coded as a slip boundary condition and the bed shear stress 

is estimated using the quadratic formulation with U- and V-components of the simulated velocity and 

with the calibrated bed friction parameter. 

 

2.1 Mesh creation 

A model mesh (Error! Reference source not found.) has been created for this modelling work that 

includes the following details: 

• Spatial Extent: South boundary overlaps the location of the buoy E1; the eastern 

boundary overlaps the river Salcombe mouth for which admiralty tidal information are 

available. The release site is located at 25 km, 32 km and 33 km from the southern-, 

eastern- and western- open-boundary, respectively to prevent any boundary related 

effects.  

• Mesh structure: the structured mesh consists of quadrilaterals. The main axis of those 

quadrilaterals is aligned with the main flow direction in order to improve the model 

stability and to permit a faster computation. 
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• Refinement and cell size: In the vicinity of the headland Rame Head and Eddystone Rocks, 

the mesh has been refined as those coastal features can trigger eddy development, and 

only a fine mesh can simulate such features. Calibration and validation locations have 

been refined as well, enabling a better resolution of the flow dynamics. The size of the cell 

ranges from 0.03 km2 to 1.5 km2 depending on local refinement. In the model, the 

sediment discharge is prescribed over one cell (271 m by 155 m) and is elongated in the 

main direction of the tidal flow (the dredger is unlikely to stay in a fixed position and may 

move with the flow). 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Delft refined and structured mesh used in modelling. Open Boundary are displayed as blue straight lines 

(Tamar, West, South and East). Calibration (RameHead and BODC) and validation (Release site) are indicated. 

 

2.2 Bathymetry construction 

Model bathymetry is based on a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with a resolution of six arc-second; it 

was created by Astrium (Astrium, 2011) with bathymetry around Plymouth stemming from 

hydrographic survey data archived at the UKHO (no interpolation). 

 

A swath bathymetry survey was carried out in August 2016 and showed that the Astrium bathymetry 

applied is up-to-date. The vertical datum is Ordnance Datum and horizontal coordinates are 

UTMzone30N, to meet Delft-model Cartesian coordinates requirements. 
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2.3 Open-boundary conditions implementation and calibration. 

At the four extremities of the domain, tidal information has been extracted from OTPS model data 

(http://volkov.oce.orst.edu/tides/otps.html) giving the following principal constituents: M2, S2, N2, 

K2, K1, O1, M4, MS4.  

 

Those constituent’s parameters were in agreement with both in-house validated GETM model (van 

der Molen et al., 2015) and admiralty tidal information closer to the coast, where model results may 

be doubtful due to a coarser coastal resolution. A tidal constituents’ analysis using python tool Tappy 

v0.9.0 has also been carried out on the 28 day-long water elevation time-series measured at BODC 

location (located 52 km apart from the release point location, see Figure 2-1). That later tool 

determines only constituents that are calculatable according to the length of the time series and uses 

least squares optimization as well as other functions; the principal components are shown in Error! 

Reference source not found. Those calculated constituents were consistent with the boundary OTPS 

constituents. The constituent Msf has been added at the tidal boundary conditions as, although its 

relatively low amplitude, it slightly enhances the diurnal inequality as observed in measurements (see 

also section BODC and Ramehead calibration).  

 

Table 2-1: Principal components as measured at BODC calibration point 

Constituent name Amplitude [m] Phase [˚] 

M2 1.49 152.9 

S2 0.55 205.6 

N2 0.35 133.1 

K2 0.15 117.5 

M4 0.10 117.0 

MS4 0.07 165.1 

O1 0.06 349.1 

Msf 0.02 219.5 

 

Analysis of the GETM model (van der Molen et al., 2015) confirmed the steady evolution of the tidal 

amplitude and phase along the boundary, making the linear interpolation between the two model 

(North – South) boundaries a reasonable implementation. OTPS tidal constituents (amplitude and 

phase) can be implemented as elevation, u- or v-components of the tidal flow. All possible 
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combinations among the available tidal forcing have been implemented, and the one reproducing the 

most accurately current dynamics over the model were: 

• West boundary = water elevation 

• South boundary = v-component velocity 

• East boundary = u-component velocity 

 

At the northern open-boundary (Plymouth Sound), a constant 0.2 m/s current reproducing Tamar and 

Plym outflow has been prescribed. This current magnitude is in agreement with the value measured 

in the outer Sound (Uncles et al., 2015). The rest of the northern boundary is land.  

3 Flow model calibration and validation 

Three hydrodynamic datasets have been gathered (Table 3-1). 

Table 3-1: Three measured datasets used to perform model hydraulic calibration and validation 

Name on 

Figure 

2-1 

Coordinates of the 

centre of the cell 

Date and 

frequency of 

measurement 

Coordinates of 

measurement 

Height 

above 

bed (m) 

Water 

depth [m, 

ODN] 

Notes 

x [m 

UTM30N] 

y [m 

UTM30N] 

Lon 

[degree 

WGS84] 

Lat 

[degree 

WGS84] 

   

BODC 

Source 

BODC 

428582 5557644 From 

30/08/1974 

until 

30/09/1974 

F=5min 

50°10'0’’N 

 

4° 0'W 

 

3 63  

Rame-

head 

From 

Okada et 

al, 2009) 

411069 

 

5575867 From 

25/07/2005 

until 

02/09/2005 

5min 

50°17’60’’N

. 

4°15’W 

 

5 22 Tidally averaged surface-

to-seabed water-depth 

(Uncles, 2015) 

Release 

site 

411839 

 

5568960 

 

From 

12/07/2016 

until 

12/08/2016  

F=1/2h 

50°16' 

0.01’’ N 

4°14'.46’’

W 

Over the 

water-

column 

(ADCP, 

50 cells 

of 1m-

depth) 

53  

 

The two first datasets in Table 3-1were used to calibrate the model hydrodynamic parameters. The 

latest and more recent dataset has been used to validate the model at the disposal site. 
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3.1 FLOW-parameters calibration 

A standard value has been prescribed for water density, as 1025 kgm-3. The bed, as observed during 

the RV Cefas Endeavour cruise 15/16 Station 69, is composed of mixed sediment ripples with a trough 

of finer and hence more erodible sediment bisecting the ripple ridges. Patches of sand, mud and mixed 

sediment have been sampled. Hence a roughness parameter of 65 has been used to take account of 

both the larger grain size and seabed features. Wall roughness has been set as a free slip condition to 

have a realistic velocity at the boundary. A value of 1 m2/s for horizontal eddy viscosity gave the best 

hydrodynamic calibration.  

 

Table 3-2: Calibrated parameters in FLOW model 

Parameter Value at the end-of the calibration 

Water density 1025 [kg/m3] 

Roughness (Chezy) 65 (U and V direction) 

Wall roughness Free slip condition 

Horizontal eddy viscosity 1 m2/s 
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3.2 Comparison with current meters (results of calibration) 

A) from 30/07/1974 until 06/08/1974 B) from 6/08/1974 until 12/08/1974 

C) from 12/08 until 18/08/1974 D) from 18/08 until 24/08/1974 

Figure 3-1: Modelled and measured current direction and magnitude at BODC calibration location. Water levels are 

shown to indicate the spring neap cycle and lack of tidal signal in the observations at neap tides (D). Time-series are 

presented over four 6 day-periods 

 

Good agreements were found between measured and predicted current direction (Figure 3-1), while 

modelled maximum velocity magnitudes are slightly over-predicted at spring tides and slightly under-

predicted at neap tides.   

The slight diurnal inequality (where the subsequent high tide is lower/ or higher than the first) is 

reproduced at end of the time-series (Figure 3-1C around the 17th-18th, and D around the 20th) but is 

out of phase at the beginning of the time-series (Figure 3-1A around the 5th, B around the 6th).  
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A) From 25/07/2005 until 01/08/2005 

 

B) from 01/08/2005 until 08/08/2005 

C) from 07/08/2005 until 14/08/2005 D) from 14/08/2005 until 20/08/2005 

E) from 19/08/2005 until 26/08/2005 F) from 26/08/2005 until 01/09/2005 

Figure 3-2: Predicted and measured current direction and magnitude at RameHead calibration location. The predicted 

water levels are also shown. Time-series are presented over four 6 day-long periods 

The Rame Head mooring site is in the vicinity of the eddy shed of Rame head, so the tidal signal is very 

confused. The model does a good job in some cases e.g. Plots B, D and F, but much more poorly in C 

and E. Due to the nature of the eddy the flow is likely to have high spatial variability and replicating 

the sharp peaks shown in plot E is a challenge. However, the predicted and measured current 
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directions show the same pattern and are in phase. Interestingly, the observations show an inversion 

in the diurnal inequality moving from springs to neaps and neaps to spring. 

 

3.3 Validation 

After calibration, the model was validated (without further adjustment) against the new observations 

at the disposal site. This is the truest and most relevant test of the model. The comparison of the 

validation data and the modelled over the all-period (Figure 3-3) shows that overall, the model 

performs very well, modelled and measured maximum velocities are well match and perfectly in 

phase. The model under predicts minimum velocities during slack water 0.1 m/s. Stronger measured 

velocities such as the peaks measured on 24th July are most likely wind driven, which is not included 

in the model. The mean absolute error between measured and modelled velocities over the all period 

is 0.0097 ms-1. Using an averaged measured velocity of 0.1985 ms-1, mean relative error becomes 5%. 

Predicted direction mean absolute error (ignoring periods of “slack water” when the current speed is 

less than 0.2 ms-1) is 13⁰.  

 

The measured difference between the ebb and flood tides is well reproduced by the model over neap 

tide (Figure 3-3A around 13th-14th July). Over spring tide, the ebb is under-predicted while the flood is 

over-predicted (Figure 3-3B). 
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A) From 12/07/2016 until 19/07/2016 B) from 18/07/2016 until 25/07/2016 

C) From 25/07/2016 until 31/07/2016 D) from 30/07/2016 until 07/08/2016 

E) from 6/08/2016 until 13/08/2016 

 

Figure 3-3: Predicted and measured current direction and magnitude at release site location. The predicted water levels 

overlap the current magnitude. Time-series are presented over five 6day-long periods. 
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3.4 Interpretation of the flow pattern relevant to sediment dispersal.  

The eddy to the west of Rame Head is reproduced in the modelling. As mentioned in Uncles et al. 

(2015), fast current occurred close to Rame Head with a magnitude of 0.3 ms-1, and flow circulation 

turns in a clockwise direction during ebb tide (Figure 3-4). 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Close-up of a snapshot of modelled tidal velocities in the vicinity of Rame Head. The velocity vector indicates 

the depth-averaged velocity, while the colour indicates the magnitude of the current.  

 

In accordance with measurements, the flood tide is modelled in a SE direction in the area south of 

Rame Head. In the northern part of the domain, the direction of the current is influenced by the coastal 

features: west of Rame Head, tidal direction is closer to a north-south direction. Similarly, eastward of 

the harbour, the flow is parallel to the shore. 

 

Maximum spring current during ebb (Figure 3-5) and flood (Figure 3-6) tides reaches about 1 ms-1 and 

occurs eastward of Plymouth. Strong current develops east and west of the Rame head during flood 

and ebb tides, respectively. The reef of Eddystone Rocks makes the water shallower locally, inducing 

an increase of flow velocity west and east of the reef over ebb and flood tides, respectively. 
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Figure 3-5: Velocity magnitude, peak ebb tide on springs (going north-westward) 

 

Figure 3-6: Velocity magnitude peak flood tide, springs (going south-eastward) 
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Under such tidal current, sediment is mainly transported in suspension (wash-load) while bed-load is 

negligible. 

 

4 Modelling sediment release and transport 

4.1 Sediment processes reproduced in the model 

The three-dimensional advection-diffusion (mass-balance) equation is solved to reproduce three-

dimensional suspended sediment transport. By coupling online sediment transport with simulated 

hydrodynamics, turbulence (eddy diffusivities) and tidal flows govern passive horizontal transport of 

sediment in suspension while the settling velocity describes its evolution over the water-column. The 

settling of sediment on the seabed induces morphological changes that are included in the 

hydrodynamics calculation.  

 

Interaction of sediment in suspension with the seabed are reproduced with erosion (Em) and 

deposition (Dm) fluxes, calculated with the following Partheniades-Krone formulation (Partheniades, 

1965) (cf. Salehi and Strom, 2012): 

 

 

Sediment fluxes going from the transport layer to the seabed are weighted by a parameter 

representing the shear stress for deposition at the bottom. This flux increases with the shear stress of 

deposition. If the shear stress of deposition is smaller than the bottom shear stress, there would be 

no fluxes toward the seabed. On the other hand, sediment flux could go from the seabed to the 

transport layer if the currents near the seabed are strong and trigger a large enough shear stress to 

erode the seabed. The critical erosion shear stress depends mainly on the grain size. 
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Flocculation process is not included in the model, as too limited sediment and water-column physical 

parameters information were available. 

 

4.2 Initial and open-boundary conditions 

As we consider only sediment released in the water-column, background sediment is not included. As 

such, no fluxes are prescribed at boundaries, and initial sediment concentration condition are null. All 

results are therefore presented as above background. 

 

4.3 Sediment fraction 

According to sampled dredged material, the sediment distribution is composed of 3 main fractions: 

the gravel-like, the sand-like and the silt-like fractions, to a proportion of 9.6%, 28.4% and 62%, 

respectively. They have been implemented in the model as non-cohesive (gravel+sand) and cohesive 

(silt), respectively, with the cohesive fraction prescribed with its median diameter, dry-bed density 

and specific density and the non-cohesive fraction with, in addition to the dry-bed and the specific 

density, the settling velocity and the critical shear stress of erosion and deposition as well as the 

erosion parameter. 

 

A constant deposition occurs in the model, to adequately take account of the dynamic of grain sizes 

larger than the median prescribed value from which the settling velocity is assumed. The critical 

velocity for silt is almost constant as shown in Soulsby (1997). The parameters set up for silt-like 

sediment are hence: 

• Critical erosion shear stress = 0.1 N/m2 (based on van Rijn, 2007; Winterwerp et al., 2012; 

Jacobs et al., 2011; Salehi and Strom, 2012; Shi et al., 2015) 

 

To simulate the sediment transport dynamics, and in absence of on-site sediment data that could be 

used for calibration, an average value of horizontal diffusion coefficient of 3.94 m2/s as measured in 

the vicinity of the site in Talbot and Talbot (1974) has been prescribed.  

 

The release of silt-like sediment is modelled adopting a two-phase approach, to consider both the 

sediment consolidated in the hopper during its transport (named hereafter “dense fraction”) and the 

sediment not consolidated, acting like colloids (named here after “supernatant fraction”), as 

presented in Thorn (1975). From Thorn (1975), the percentage of volume is estimated as 82% being 

composed of supernatant fraction and 18% being composed of denser fraction after 54 minutes. The 
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overall calculated density in the hopper is in agreement with standard value for muddy load in a 

Hopper craft (US 3658386 A https://www.google.com.au/patents/US3658386). 

 

USACE estimates the settling velocity of particles using Stokes law adjusted to reproduce the sediment 

concentration; a concentration of 100 mg/l is assumed to not influence the settling velocity 

(http://www.nan.usace.army.mil/Portals/37/docs/harbor/FEA/Appendix%201.pdf). This USACE 

estimation of effect of sediment concentration is in agreement with HRWallingford and Cuthbertson 

et al. (2008) (Table 4-1). 

 

Following Manning et al. (2010) experiments, a settling velocity of 2 mm/s has been adopted for the 

denser fraction of sediment. This value is in the range of settling velocity of consolidated aggregates. 

(Table 4-1). 

 

For the supernatant fraction, the predicted averaged concentration is in the range of 200-5000 mg/l 

just after sediment is released, enhancing the grain settling velocity estimated from Stokes law. 

However, sediment is dispersed quickly and the modelled average concentration drops to less than 

200 mg/l within 30 minutes. The estimated Reynold particular number if smaller than 1 by two degrees 

of magnitude, making Stokes law a sensible estimation of the settling velocity.  

 

Table 4-1: Impact of sediment concentration on settling velocity (from report “Properties of dredged material, HR 

Wallingford, Report TR54, June 1998 – see also Cuthbertson et al. 2008) 

Fine-grained concentration [mg/l] Impact on settling velocity 

1-200 Insensitive to concentration 

200-5000 Enhanced settling velocity with concentration 

>5000 Hindered and reduced velocity with increasing 

concentration 

 

Two reasonable values for the dry bed densities of each fraction as recommended from Delft manual 

are 1400 kgm-3 and 500 kgm-3, respectively. The erosion parameter (Mm) can be calculated from the 

dry bed density and the local shear stress following Krone (1999) formulation (also cited in Le Hir et 

al, 2007). The final values used for the silt like fraction are reported in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2: Cohesive sediment characteristics of the two silt-like fractions released in the model 

Dense fraction 

Erosion parameter Mm [kg/(m2s)] 9.10-4 

Dry bed density [kg/m3] 1400 

Particle specific density [kg/m3] 2700 

Settling velocity [mm/s] 2 

Supernatant 

Erosion parameter Mm [kg/(m2s)] 2.10-4 

Dry bed density [kg/m3] 500 

Particle specific density [kg/m3] 2700 

Settling velocity [mm/s] 0.24 

  

4.4 Wave model description 

The WAVE module uses the SWAN model (SWAN standing for Simulating WAves Nearshore). Physics 

that can be included within SWAN range from wave generation by; wind, wave dissipation, bottom 

friction, whitecapping and by depth induced wave breaking. Non-linear interactions among waves are 

simulated via quadruplets and triads. Those physical processes can be calibrated in the model; in 

absence of calibrated wave dataset, standard value are provided within the model. 

 

4.5 Mesh creation 

The mesh to model the hydrodynamics has been slightly amended and refined in locations where 

wave gradients are large, i.e. closer to the shore. 

 

4.6 Boundary conditions 

Wave information was available from the buoy E1: the time-series span 2½years, with limited non-

measured periods. Daily wave-related variables include wave height, the associated wave period as 

well as wave direction and spreading. Average wave height is 1.6 m. Associated wave period, direction 

and spreading have been estimated from measurement, considering a measured wave height of 

1.6 m. The final prescribed wave conditions are presented in Table 4-3. As the waves are mainly 

coming from the south-westerly direction, wave condition have been prescribed at both southern and 

western boundaries. 
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Table 4-3: Prescribed wave parameters at southern and western boundaries 

Wave parameter Prescribed value in model 

Significant wave height [m] 1.6 

Mean Period Tm01 [s] 6.6 

Direction (going to) [Cartesian] 85 

Directional spreading [deg] 20 

 

From the three spectral shapes available within WAVE module, JONSWAP with a peak enhancement 

factor has been chosen with 3.0 (default). Processes are modelled using the 3rd-generation mode for 

physics available in Delft-model. Depth-induced breaking is reproduced following Battjes and Janssen 

(1978) formulation. Bottom friction dissipation is accounted using JONSWAP formulation (Hasselmann 

et al., 1973) and whitecapping (Komen et al. formulation).  

 

4.7 Wave modelling results: - Predicted orbital velocities 
  

 

 

Figure 4-1: Modelled orbital velocities left and right of Plymouth harbour, for an averaged wave height of 1.6m as 

measured at E1 

 

Predicted orbital velocities induced by an averaged wave height of 1.6 m are shown in Figure 4-1. The 

orbital velocities are the strongest at south-west-facing coastline while being much weaker by one 

order of magnitude at sheltered locations such as East of Rame Head, south-east facing shoreline and 
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close to river mouths. Away from the coasts the contribution of average waves to bottom shear stress 

is low.  

 

5 Modelled scenarios 

Four scenarios of sediment disposal have been simulated, as stated in Table 5-1. The scenarios are all 

simulated to start on the same day (5th July), Spring tides were chosen so that fine sediments would 

be resuspended and therefore the SSC concentrations would be maximal and represent a plausible 

worst case. Considering the travelling time required from the harbour to the disposal site and 

estimating a release duration of 5 minutes allows for 6 disposals per day. This frequency of release is 

reproduced in the modelling. 

 

The swelling of sediment over the dredging operation is taken into account following formulation 

below, with a bulking factor of 40% (standard value); thus, the number of fully-laden dredgers needed 

to remove a given volume of consolidated sediment in the harbour is more realistic, as well as the 

mass of sediment disposed of at each release in Table 5-1.   

 

�������� ∗
���%
������������

���%
� �������						�Equation 1) 

 

Table 5-1: Description of the four scenarios of sediment disposal. Each maximum disposal amount is estimated from 

measured volume of sediment disposed of in the past. 

Scenario 

Max 

disposal 

amount 

(m3) 

No. of hopper loads 

(allowing for a 40% 

swelling of material) 

Amount of time 

(days) required 

to complete 

disposal 

Notes 

1 60,932 13 2.3 GREEN Represents an average year 

2 159,524 35 5.82 YELLOW 

Total yearly amounts for DIO, 

Cattewater, Plymouth Yacht Haven 

and Yacht Haven Marina, and silt 

fraction from Thanckes. 

3 225,000 49 8.20 ORANGE 
Yearly max disposed of in last 15 years 

but split between two campaigns - 

rounded up to nearest 25,000 

4 419,044 92 15.28 BLUE 
Yearly max disposed of in last 15 years 
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6 Model Results 

The predicted depth-averaged concentration of the supernatant fraction at the release site is ranging 

between 400 and 500 mgl-1 just after the release of sediment (Figure 6-2). Sediment is then spread 

rapidly under spring-tide current over the first week of release. The concentration of sediment over 

the water-column drops down to less than 20 mgl-1 just after the release of sediment. However, 

velocities around the 12th-15th of July are slightly weaker (Figure 6-1) and less efficient in transporting 

sediment away from the release site. Over the following 20 days, the tidal-current gets stronger again 

(Figure 6-1) and sediment are strongly dispersed again (Figure 6-2). 

 

Figure 6-1: Tidal current magnitude over the period modelled 
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Figure 6-2: Depth-averaged concentration of the supernatant fraction of sediment for all the scenarios. The four disposals 

start at the same date, on the 5th of July, and stop on the 7th, 11th, 13th and 20th for scenario 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectly.   

 

6.1 Sediment concentration over the water-column 

Considering a reference height of 0.1 m following van Rijn’s formulation (van Rijn, 1993) - this water 

height falls within the [1% - 20%] of the water-column limitation as recommended by van Rijn (Delft 

manual) and under a tidal current of 0.4 ms-1, the concentration at the reference height reached 

0.019 kg m-3, and the concentration averaged over the water-column is 0.017 kg m-3. The 

concentration distribution with the latter parameters is displayed in Figure 6-3.  
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Figure 6-3: Vertical concentration profile based on Rouse profile, with a reference height of 0.1m and a tidal current of 

0.4m/s 

 

Figures of suspended sediment concentration in this and the main report refer to depth averaged 

sediment. Thus it can be extrapolated that in winter, when tides do fully mix the water-column, near 

surface they will be approximately 10% less than the depth average, and near bed 10% more.  

 

The suspended sediment plume location 1 day after the end of sediment release are displayed in 

Figure 6-4 for all scenarios. The sediment plume is partly dispersed in all directions, with a stronger 

dispersal in the main tidal velocity direction south-east/north-west. A part of the sediment plume is 

transported closer to the shore, and mainly eastward. The pattern is similar for all scenarios, with a 

concentration magnitude increasing with the amount of sediment disposed. Only a limited set of 

results has been shown here as the primary purpose of this document is to describe the setup, 

calibration, validation and run scenarios.  
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Figure 6-4: SSC concentration over the water-column 1 day after the end of disposal for the four scenarios, Scenario 1,2 (top left & right), Scenarios 3,4 (bottom left & right)
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6.2 Deposit thickness on the seabed 

The coarse material stays near the disposal site, the fine sediment on the seabed will be transported 

by the current in an approximately west-east direction. It is observed in Figure 6-5 that for the largest 

sediment disposals (scenario 3 and 4) some sediment will deposit closer to the shore. However, as 

shown in wave modelling, near shore orbital velocity induced by an average wave would be strong 

enough to resuspend sediment over the water-column. Hence, significant deposition is unlikely to 

happen close to the shore. 
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Figure 6-5: Maximum deposit thickness on the seabed after the end of the disposal for the four scenarios 
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7 Conclusions 

Plume dispersion modelling has been undertaken using the Delft 3d-suite of numerical modelling 

software, primarily using the Flow module for tides and sediment dispersion, with a sensitivity analysis 

for waves. This model has been widely applied to simulate the transport of cohesive and non-cohesive 

sediment and includes deposition and erosion on the seabed. The hydrodynamic model is used in 2d 

mode coupled to a 3d profile of the sediment concentration using the Rouse profile. The model has 

been calibrated with one set of historical observations and an independent new set of measurements 

used for validation. Peak flows, important for resuspension and transport, are very well replicated, 

(mean instantaneous, velocity error of validation 5%) so that deposition and erosion of material is well 

represented. The residual direction during spring tides is not well replicated. This deficiency is not 

regarded as significant as it is expected that while the residual is westward in summer, during winter, 

when most of the disposal, occurs the residual is eastwards. The predicted impact of the suspended 

sediment concentration and potential effects on the seabed, is discussed in the main report.  

 

The use of a 2d is model for flow is justified, in that most of the year (Sep – March) there is no thermal 

stratification, which is when the bulk of disposal occurs; additionally, if a disposal does occur in the 

summer, then the passage of material through the thermocline will be rapid.  

 

The model reproduces the three-dimensional suspended sediment transport. It simulates the 

downward flux of material from the dredger, noting that bulk material behaviour has specific 

properties, e.g. higher settling rates. The deposited material is then available to be reworked 

depending on bed shear stress. The coupling of this to the eddy resolving 2d model allows sediment 

transport to be fully replicated. When stratification does occur sediment transfer from the bed will be 

limited, (or else it wouldn’t be stratified), it is therefore appropriate to consider the values of modelled 

suspended sediment concentration against the winter background measurements, when stratification 

does not inhibit vertical mixing.  
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